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Explanation of four named interfacial structures 
 
Figure S1. The upper_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(111) interface. When the upper surface of CoSb3(100) slab 
(upper_CoSb3(100)) coheres with TiCoSb(111) to form the CoSb3/TiCoSb interface, we name this interface 
as the upper_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(111) interface. 
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Figure S2. The lower_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(111) interface. When the lower surface of CoSb3(100) slab 
(lower_CoSb3(100)) coheres with TiCoSb(111) to form the CoSb3/TiCoSb interface, we name this interface 
as the lower_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(111) interface. 
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Figure S3. The upper_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(110) interface. When the upper surface of CoSb3(100) slab 
(upper_CoSb3(100)) coheres with TiCoSb(110) to form the CoSb3/TiCoSb interface, we name this interface 
as the upper_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(110) interface. 
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Figure S4. The lower_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(110) interface. When the lower surface of CoSb3(100) slab 
(lower_CoSb3(100)) coheres with TiCoSb(110) to form the CoSb3/TiCoSb interface, we name this interface 
as the lower_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(110) interface. 
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Modeling possible coherent structures for the CoSb3/TiCoSb interface 
        Along the lateral directions, we theoretically consider several possible coherent structures 
for each interface, as displayed in Figures S5-S8. Along the c axis direction, we roughly estimate 
an initial bonding distance between the CoSb3 and TiCoSb slabs for each interface. All the 
interfacial structures are fully optimized to rearrange the interfacial atoms using the gamma only 
k-point sampling. After relaxation, the calculated interfacial formation energies for all possible 
CoSb3/TiCoSb interfacial structures are listed in Table 2, and the favorable CoSb3/TiCoSb 
interfaces are shown in Figures 5-8 in the manuscript. 
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Figure S5. Considered possible coherent structures for the upper_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(111) interface. 
Structures 1 and 2 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(111) slab cohere together with an a axis 
offset. Structures 3 and 4 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(111) slab cohere together with a b 
axis offset. Structures 5, 6 and 7 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(111) slab cohere together 
with a diagonal offset. Structure 8 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(111) slab cohere together 
without any offset. 
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Figure S6. Considered possible coherent structures for the lower_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(111) interface. 
Structures 1, 2 and 3 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(111) slab cohere together with an a 
axis offset. Structures 4, 5 and 6 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(111) slab cohere together 
with a b axis offset. Structures 7, 8 and 9 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(111) slab cohere 
together with a diagonal offset. Structure 10 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(111) slab 
cohere together without any offset. 
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Figure S7. Considered possible coherent structures for the upper_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(110) interface. 
Structures 1 and 2 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(110) slab cohere together with an a axis 
offset. Structures 3 and 4 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(110) slab cohere together with a b 
axis offset. Structures 5 and 6 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(110) slab cohere together with 
a diagonal offset. Structure 7 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(110) slab cohere together 
without any offset. 
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Figure S8. Considered possible coherent structures for the lower_CoSb3(100)/TiCoSb(110) interface. 
Structures 1, 2 and 3 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(110) slab cohere together with an a 
axis offset. Structures 4, 5 and 6 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(110) slab cohere together 
with a b axis offset. Structures 7, 8 and 9 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(110) slab cohere 
together with a diagonal offset. Structure 10 represent the CoSb3(100) slab and the TiCoSb(110) slab 
cohere together without any offset. 
